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MaaMturks

There is an old superstition 
that says it’s unlucky to start 
a trip on a Friday so when we 

headed over to Connemara for the 37th 
Maamturks Challenge on Friday 13, the 
average eejit might have thought we were 
doomed. i don’t believe in such things on 
account of the risk of being unlucky so i 
just packed my bag, grabbed my boots 
and hit the road.

Getting up at stupid o’clock is never 
easy but being up at 4.30am on a saturday 
without a flight to catch is like naked 
break-dancing for money on the sabbath. 
still we were incentivised by the stiff 
challenge of 24,000m of walking, 2400m 
of climbing and only 24 hours in the day. 
that and the recessive gene we obviously 
carry that interprets this kind of activity as 
fun! Well at least it wasn’t raining.

the Maamturks are a rollercoaster 
range of gleaming quartzite and the 
annual challenge of walking them has 
been pegged by some of as one of the 
toughest endurance tests in the year’s 
walking calendar. now i’ve been in the 

“These striking 
peaks make for 
a dangerous 
playground if the 
weather turns against 
you and it’s what 
makes the challenge 
such a serious 
undertaking.”

The annual Maamturks Challenge 
hike has the reputation for being 
one of the most arduous walks 
in the country on a good day. It 
us undoubtedly so on a bad one. 
DeClan CunnInghaM heads 
west with four of his Dublin 
Wicklow Mountain Rescue Team 
(DWMRT) buddies to see if it’s all 
that it’s cracked up to be. 
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‘turks’ a few times and even tried the long 
walk solo before but these mountains have 
seen off better than me with ease. they 
almost seem to have their own weather and 
when you pays your money, you takes your 
chance. on this occasion, the dice rolled 
in our favour and as we approached the 
start point near Maam Cross it was dry and 
clear and the western sky even had light 
creeping into it. 

the walk is hosted and run by nui Galway 
Mountaineering Club each year and is also 
well supported along the route by the 
Galway Mountain rescue team (GMrt). For 
safety reasons, the number of participants 
is capped at 200 and this year saw 199 
masochistic meanderers head up the first 
stiff climb of Corcog. on approach, we’d 
seen torchlights high on the ridgeline so we 
were at the back of the field only setting out 
at a tardy 6.30am!

the walk has four main sections so it was 
good to be finally making ground instead of 
thinking about it. the first section is a good 
walk on any day and ends at Maumeen. 
We interrupted our climb only to catch our 
breaths and take in the views as the dawn lit 
up the world below us. the line of cars left 
at the start looked out of place – stretched 
out on a lonely stretch of road without a 
building in sight.

Ups aNd dowNs
the first checkpoint at Corgog (609m) 

was reached and we were all pleased with 
ourselves. But the smugness wore off pretty 
quick as you lose your height straight away 
only to start climbing again to reel in the 
little lakes at Mullach Glas and the high 
point of the section at Binn Mhor (661m). it 
was too early to say we were getting into a 
rhythm but it was hard not to be thinking 
about how what you’ve climbed compares 
with what still has to be. the steep drop into 
Maumeen’s Chapel was a long time coming 
and bitter sweet because every easy step 
down would have to be clawed back (or 
crawled up) on the other side.

our little group of five, all dublin 
Wicklow Mountain rescue team (dWMrt) 
members, made short work of the descent 
to the ‘pass of the birds’ where the Western 
Way cuts through one of the few weak 
points in this mighty range. each walker 
has to carry a card which is clipped at the 
checkpoints along the way and we all 
brandished our cards proudly. 

We had just made it onto the map! i’m 
not kidding. the first section of the walk 
is covered on no less than three ordnance 
survey maps and we had finally made 
it onto osi sheet 37 which would serve 
us till the finish. harvey’s also does an 
excellent map of the whole range which 
is invaluable for the intricate navigation 
required. the north side of the range is 
almost entirely flanked by cliffs and would 
be very unforgiving if you strayed from 
the tops in the wrong place.
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“The Sheeffry Hills and Joyce’s Country, laid out in 
all their enticing glory, lead the eye inevitably to the 
northwest and the might of Mweelrea – a dark and 
moody shadow on the horizon.”

a daNGeroUs playGroUNd
these striking peaks make for a 

dangerous playground if the weather 
turns against you and it’s what makes the 
challenge such a serious undertaking. We, 
on the other hand, had clear views and 
were getting off very lightly eating jellies at 
st patrick’s chapel! still, breaks are best kept 
short if you don’t want to stiffen up or get 
cold so we got busy climbing again.

at this stage, we were doing grand 
pace-wise and started to catch some of the 
early starters. depending on how strict you 
were with the line you took and whether 
you visited the absolute summit of each 
subsidiary peak along the way meant we 
kept trading places with various groups. 

despite the fact that there were more 
than 250 people along the way between 
walkers and checkpoint staff, the place 
never felt busy and the occasional bit of 
banter between groups was a welcome 
distraction to the constant but very 
enjoyable effort.

the day’s highpoint and the next 
checkpoint was at Barrslievenaroy (702m) 
or Binn idir an da log, which translates as 
the peak between the two hollows. the first 
hollow – Maumeen – was behind us and 
the next one – Maum ochoige – was still a 
ways off.

We were being truly spoiled for views 
as the turks are slap bang in the middle 
of Connemara. Glorious vistas unfolded 
over lough inagh to the twelve Bens to 
the west and to the uncharacteristically 
subdued atlantic beyond. We had heard of 
awful years when only fractions of starters 
managed the whole walk and we counted 
our blessings. the sheeffry hills and Joyce’s 
Country, laid out in all their enticing glory, 
lead the eye inevitably to the northwest 
and the might of Mweelrea – a dark and 
moody shadow on the horizon.

CHaraCTer bUIldING
as though betrayed by my thoughts of 

getting off lightly the skies opened and 
scattered snow and sleet at us. We soldiered 
on and when the weather worsened to 
driving hail there was nothing to do but 
keep heads down and feet moving. the odd 
thing was that the sudden onslaught was 
falling from a beautiful golden sky! still we 
took the weather on the chin (and nose) 
and, like a good dent in a land rover, it only 
added character. 

the lake at Maum ochoige tempts a 

direct approach but be warned. the safest 
way down is to the north where we picked 
up the track that descends the steep scree 
slope to easily make the 2pm cut-off. Failure 
to make the cut-off means being steered 
for the shorter finish. What a spot to take 
a well-deserved break – only improved by 
the excellent hospitality of GMrt who were 
handing out freshly cooked sausages. now 
that’s service! sunny and welcoming as it 
was we had time nipping at our heels even 
with the bulk of the work done. the views 
were beyond belief but the shadows of 
showers drifted past regularly enough to 
remind us that the promise of finishing dry 
was far from a foregone conclusion. 

another mammoth climb up 
Knocknahillion was required before we 
could pick out the tiny orange speck that 
was the next checkpoint on letterbreckaun 
and start reeling it in. When we reached it i 

almost felt like it was all downhill from here. 
it’s not, but a glance over your shoulder 
along the serpentine peaks to the hazy and 
crazily distant start was enough to hearten 
any walker. this wasn’t tipperary but by 
God we’d come a long way.

this was one walk where the scale of 
things kept catching me out. What would 
look on the map like a very ordinary saddle 
would inevitably involve some endless 
descent followed very quickly by the most 
precipitous climb that would test the best 
of knees. a sign outside a local church on 

the way to the start had suggested we ‘stop 
and pray’ – at this stage even the rare easy 
climbs would have you praying to stop! 
sometimes climbs were almost vertical 
and i’m not certain if the fences up these 
impossible hills were meant to contain 
animals or assist walkers. at this stage it’s 
hard not to feel like the bear that went over 
the mountain with this seemingly endless 
range but a glance at the map put our 
minds at rest at least.

To THe Col of despoNdeNCy
the jellies at the Maumturkmore check 

were gratefully accepted and devoured 
before our cards were punched and we 
headed for the infamous and so aptly 
named Col of despondency. even in such 
perfect conditions, we only had about 30 
minutes to spare before the 5pm cut-off. 
Being turned off the route here would 
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have been heartbreaking though as the 
walk out, although low down, is a long one.

one last big pull up to the final 
checkpoint on leenaun hill and you could 
smell the pint. We were like timex watches 

– we could take a lickin’ and keep on tickin’ 
and that’s exactly what we aimed to do as 
we feasted our eyes on the views into the 
sun-kissed Killary harbour and the renamed 
devilsmother mountain looming behind the 
little village of leenane.

the late hugh sharkey, a well 
remembered and much respected irish 
Mountaineering Club (now known as 
Mountaineering ireland) member used to 
test the metal of newer members with an 
unsupported version of the Maamturks 
Challenge. i’d visited the area with him but 
never managed the full walk in his company. 
this time around though i was thinking 
about him every step of the way making 

sure to detour to the absolute summits for 
fear of being divinely scolded from above. 
he is the only person i ever heard who did 
the walk the whole way to leenane and 
promptly turned around and went all the 

way back because the car was back at Maam 
Cross! We, on the other hand, had spent a 
very memorable 12 hours on a one-way 
trip. the fact that local farmer, Miko Kane, 
holds the current record of about five hours 
is gob-smacking but we were pleased with 
our efforts.

Making a sharkey-esque return trip just 
wasn’t on though as we felt compelled to 
accept the hospitality of nuiGMC and GMrt 
and helped ourselves to much-appreciated 
tea and bikkies before disappearing into the 
murky depths of Gaynor’s Bar and the even 
darker and more wonderful depths of that 
first pint of Guinness!

“When we reached it I almost felt like it was all 
downhill from here. It’s not, but a glance over 
your shoulder along the serpentine peaks to 
the hazy and crazily distant start was enough to 
hearten any walker.”

This page: the group get to grips with 
pulk dragging after being dropped off and 
head into the great white yonder. 
Opposite: rowan battles with his pulk on 
one of the longer hauls. think of a pulk as 
a donkey crossed with a shopping trolley 
with a wheel missing – in snow!
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Start and finish points: 3km north 
of Maam Cross Torc at L969496 and 
finish in Leenane…eventually!

Distance: The mapped distance is 
24km with some change but we 
clocked up 30km and put it down to 
zigzagging on the steep climbs and 
descents. 

Maps: OSI Sheet 37 (1:50,000) gets 
you from Maumean to the finish. 
Sheets 38, 44 and 45 are required for 
the first section. I would recommend 
Harvey’s Connemara 1:30,000 map 
which covers the whole route as 
well as the detail required for finer 
navigation.

Time taken: We took 12 hours to  
do the walk at a reasonably pleasant 
pace in the best of conditions. If the 
weather turns against you, lots of 
time will be used up with navigation. 
Check out Simon Stewart’s link below 
for a very detailed route card and  
GPS waypoints.

Difficulty rating: Possibly one of the 
most arduous walks in the country 
on a good day. Undoubtedly so on a 
bad one.

JUsT THe faCTs

  

Once you get to Galway take the N59 
and head through Oughterard and 
on to either Leenane or Letterfrack, 
depending on lodgings. NUIGMC 
put on buses to get walkers back to 
their cars so where you stay is up 
to you but I would recommend the 
Old Monastery Hostel in Letterfrack 
for its quirky character, value and 
homemade breakfast courtesy of 
Stephen.

Check out NUIGMC’s website for 
information about the challenge: 
www.nuigmc.com/maamturks/
index.php. Simon Stewart also 
has a great site for information 
about challenge walks which 
includes a detailed route card for 
the Maamturks Challenge at: www.
simonstewart.ie

There is also good info about this and 
other challenge walks on the Walkers 
Association of Ireland website below: 
www.walkersassociation.ie/
challenge/walk/calendar

How To GeT 
THere, wHere 
To sTay aNd 
deTaIls of THe 
CHalleNGe
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